
 

 

 

 

ROADGEAR BOOT/CARGO MAT (PART No. RGABM1) 
 

Fitting & Care Instructions: 
 
Your new Roadgear Boot Mat has been designed to fit and protect your vehicles boot or 
cargo floor area. Please follow these instructions to ensure maximum life of the product 
and the best fit is achieved with the maximum floor area covered:- 
 

1. Firstly, clear the space where your Boot Mat is to be placed of any loose 
obstacles. 

2. Ensure the floor space is clean by wiping or vacuuming 
3. Remove the Boot Mat from the packaging and unroll orientating the surface 

pattern side up   
4. Place the Boot Mat in the centre of the boot/cargo area and position to 

achieve the maximum floor coverage 
5. Your Boot Mat includes many trim lines incorporated in the surface design. 

Take a marking pen and trace around the lines to be cut to remove any excess 
or overhanging edges of the mat to create a custom fit 

6. Test the fit once more to check the traced lines and make any corrections – 
remember, it’s better to remove less the first time  

7. Using a sharp pair of scissors, take care and cut around the marked trim lines 
to remove the excess edges 

8. Re-test the fit and make any necessary additional mark lines and cuts to 
ensure a snug fit 

9. Repeat this process until the desired fit is achieved 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

• Remove Boot Mat from packaging and face 
pattern side up in centre of cargo/boot area 

• After marking which trim lines to 
follow, cut carefully with sharp scissors 

• Re-test the fit and make any necessary 
additional mark lines and cuts to ensure 
a snug fit 

• Repeat steps 6, 7 & 8 as above until 
the desired fit is achieved  

• Follow care and maintenance 
instructions 



 

 

 

 
 
Regular and appropriate maintenance of your Boot Mat will:- 
 

- Extend the life and maintain the appearance of your Boot Mat by reducing the 
harsh abrasive effects of dirt and grit on the mat surface and backing.  

- Also increase the efficiency of the functionality of your mat by maintaining a 
surface that will grip better  

- Maintain the underneath flooring surface area in better condition 
 
For best results, your Boot Mat should receive scheduled cleaning. Boot Mats are designed 
to protect your vehicles boot/cargo floor area whilst assisting to stabilise a load. Simply 
follow these instructions to keep your Boot Mat looking great, remaining easy to maintain 
and functioning effective. 
 
Daily maintenance: 
 
Whilst in the vehicle, clean the mat down after any spills using a cloth or sponge. You can 
also use a vacuum cleaner if available.   
 
Weekly maintenance: 
 
Take the Boot Mat out of the vehicle and turn & shake to remove excess dirt and debris. 
After turning and shaking, wash down with warm water and a mild detergent. You can also 
use a pressure washer set on low while being careful not to place the nozzle to close that it 
may damage the mat. Hose or rinse off and hang to allow to drip dry for a few minutes. 
 

                         
 
CAUTION: 
 
DO NOT USE steam, degreasers, caustic or harsh chemicals, solvents or petroleum-based 
products. Do not machine wash or mechanically scrub the mats. 


